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THE LEEDS TROLLEY VEHICLE SYSTEM ORDER

APP-218: APPLICANTS’ OBJECTION RESPONSE SCHEDULE

Note:

(1) This Table provided an indication of the response made by the applicants to particular objections raised.

(2) The objections have been categorised as relating to 8 general topic areas (Need for the Scheme, Construction Impacts, Operational Issues, Cycling,
Planning & Heritage Environmental Impacts, Specific Property Impacts and Process).  Those 8 general topic areas are then broken down into a number of
sub-topics and individual issues.

(3) In relation to each issue, particular evidence offered by the applicants is identified and, in a number of cases, with a brief indication of its purport.  Reference
should be made to the evidence itself for its precise content.

1 NEED

1.1 General Need

1.1.1 Estimated passenger usage overestimated /
Incorrect assumptions in relation to NGT demand
in northern catchment

Paul Hanson (APP-5-2) chapters 5 and 6 and 10.5-10.7

REB-1/OBJ 1727, para 2.2

The applicants question the validity of the YEP poll and NWLTF questionnaire and also consider that a
great deal of opposition to the scheme is based on misinformation and misunderstandings.

1.1.2 Adequate existing service, Regional Transport
Strategy not needed

David Haskins (APP-2-2) para 4.16-4.28 and 11.6

There is a coherent transport policy and strategy for Leeds, and NGT is aligned with the LTP objectives
(also 1.9)

John Henkel (APP-4-2) para.2.15-2.28

The existing bus service is inadequate and other transformational elements are required

REB-01/OBJ923 para.2.7 and 2.20-24
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Meeting stated aims, objectives and need

1.1.3 Not integrated with other transport modes Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.3.1, 10.3.1-3

At key locations such as in the city centre, park and ride sites, Holt Park and elsewhere, NGT and non
NGT bus stops have been located in close proximity to provide convenient interchange between
conventional bus services and NGT services.

Paul Hanson (APP-5-2), para 10.8-10.11

The NGT forecasts and the conclusions drawn fully reflect integration between NGT, bus and rail.

1.1.4 Park and Ride sites inappropriate and not needed David Haskins (APP-2-2) para.3.10

Park and Ride sites have been well chosen.

1.1.5 Insufficient parking provided at Bodington Park
and Ride site

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para 5.5.2

The site will accommodate up to 850 car parking spaces.

1.1.6 Over supply of City Centre car parking –
discourage modal shift

APP121, Report to Leeds City Council Executive Board on Informal City Centre Commuter Car Parking
Policy

1.1.7 Failure to reduce congestion on A660 contrary to
stated aim

See 1.4.3 below

1.1.8 No need to reduce congestion on A660 David Haskins (APP-2-2) para.3.14-3.15 and 3.41

NGT meets the scheme objectives for the A660 Otley Road and A61/M621 corridors (also 1.3.1 and
1.3.2).

1.1.9 Unreliable population / demand data Paul Hanson (APP-5-2) sections 5 and 6 and para 10.5-10.7

1.2 Alternatives and mode choice

1.2.1 Trolley vehicle choice wrong (long term energy
costs, expensive maintenance, expensive rolling
stock, inflexible, outdated technology)

David Haskins (APP-2-2) 3.16, 3.19-3.24, 5.16, 7.8-7.9, 11.13-11.22 and 11.44

Jason Smith (App-3-2) para.10.5
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John Henkel (APP-4-2) para. 4.9-411 and 8.11-8.12

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2) para 6.22

REB-1 OBJ 1810, para 2.5 (respecting fuel efficiency)

Trolley vehicle choice and the proposed specification of the vehicles is well-considered and appropriate.

1.2.2 Electric / hydrogen bus alternative and future
technologies

David Haskins (APP-2-2) para 3.28 and 3.34-3.39

Such technologies are unproven, currently unavailable and undeliverable.

1.2.3 ‘Leeds Bus’ alternative John Henkel (APP-4-2) para. 8.4-8.5, 8.14-8.20 and 8.41-8.43 and REB-1/OBJ923 para 2.8

‘Leeds Bus’ is not in the public interest as it does not meet the objectives of the project and is not a
credible choice.

1.2.4 Conventional bus and road improvements
preferable

Martin Farrington (APP-1-2) para. 6.18-22 and 6.28-6.30

Road improvements are insufficient to address the transport needs.

David Haskins (APP-2-2) para 11.10-12

Congestion charging and further demand management is not an answer.

John Henkel (APP-4-2) para 8.26

High quality stops can be and are provided for conventional buses but this does not diminish the point
that they feature as part of NGT and contribute to overall quality of the product.

REB-1/OBJ923 para 2.1-2.7

Improvements in public transport to meet objectives of statutory transport and land use plans cannot be
met simply by investing in supporting growth in bus travel.

REB 1/OBJ 1810

A tidal flow system could theoretically help journey time, it would be very challenging to introduce and
would not achieve NGT objectives
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1.2.5 [NOT IN USE]

1.2.6 Quality Contracts Scheme (QCS) and Quality
Partnerships Scheme (QPS) alternatives
(including part-NGT, part-QCS / QPS)

John Henkel (APP-4-2) para.3 and (APP-4-3) para. A1 and REB-1/OBJ923, para 2.9-2.12

NGT has considered QCS, QPS, VPA and other bus alternatives and had to discount these.

1.2.7 New ticketing schemes John Henkel (APP-4-2) para. 4.12-4.19

The NGT operator will participate in the West Yorkshire Ticketing Company and accept multi-operator
bus ticketing products and all relevant multi-operator bus, and bus and rail tickets will be accepted.

1.2.8 Rail Improvements / Tram or underground
alternatives

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2)

1.3 Route alignment

1.3.1 Inappropriate choice of corridor David Haskins (APP-2-2) para.3.14-3.15 and 3.41

NGT meets the scheme objectives for the A660 Otley Road and A61/M621 corridors (also 1.1.8 and
1.3.2)

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.3.4-15, 8.40-42

REB-01/OBJ923 para. 2.27

Case for investment in other corridors considered.

1.3.2 A660 corridor inappropriate/too narrow / serves
insufficient number of people

David Haskins (APP-2-2) para.3.14-3.15 and 3.41

NGT meets the scheme objectives for the A660 Otley Road and A61/M621 corridors (also 1.1.8 and
1.3.1)

Paul Hanson (APP-5-2) para 5.2 and 10.20

Reduction in student population resident in Headingley has been taken into account in the modelling.

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.3.4-11, 8.40-42
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1.3.3 Inclusion of Holt Park Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.10.8.1-5

Bodington Park was designated as a more appropriate site for a park and ride site over Holt Park due to
its accessibility and closer proximity to the city centre.

1.3.4 Lack of consideration of alternative route
alignments (including A64 / A63)

David Haskins (APP-2-2) para 11.45-46

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.10.13.1-9, 11.4.1

1.4 Congestion, modelling and junction issues

See generally Paul Hanson (APP-5-2)

Paul Hanson (APP-5-2) para 11.12

Calculation of annualisation factors is correct and even if it were not would result in a negligible 1%
difference in demand.

1.4.1 Traffic data and general modelling challenges Paul Hanson (APP-5-2) chapters 3 and 4 and para. 10.13-10.16 and 10.21-23

The LTM model has been developed using sufficient data and with suitable functional capability.  It
provides a suitable basis for providing forecasts for the NGT and, whilst the outputs are not directly
suitable for use in junction design, appropriate care has been taken in interpreting them for that purpose.

Gordon Robertson (APP-6-2), chapter 4 and para 8.18-8.19 and 8.27-8.30

The appropriate methodology was adopted.

1.4.2 The Transport Assessment does not include
transport modelling for evening peak conditions
(18.00 – 19.00)

Gordon Robertson (APP-6-2), para. 4.5 and 8.24-8.26

Many of the traffic counts were done from 7am to 7pm and the result as show clearly the effect of NGT.

1.4.3 NGT will cause congestion Paul Hanson (APP-5-2) chapters 3 and 4 and para 10.26-28

Gordon Robertson (APP-6-2) chapter 5 and para 8.2-8.4

Congestion in general will not increase, in many places there will be an increase in capacity and in some
there will be no improvement (but no worsening either).
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1.4.4 Specific junction issues Gordon Robertson (APP-6-2) chapter 5 and para 8.5-8.11, 8.15-8.17,8.20-8.23 and 8.31-8.42

The NGT scheme has been designed to handle the forecast traffic flows on a junction by junction basis
and without increasing congestion.

1.5 Journey time

Paul Hanson (APP-5-2) chapter 6 and 10.24-10.25

Reduction in frequency of bus services 1 and 6 and effects on passenger waiting timers have been taken
into account in the business case.

1.5.1 Inaccurate / minimal time saving benefits Paul Hanson (APP-5-2)

Gordon Robertson (APP-6-2)

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2)

REB-1/OBJ923 para. 2.22

1.5.2 Questionable punctuality figures Gordon Robertson (APP-6-2) para 3.9-3.21

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2) para 3.47 and 6.10-6.14

Punctuality forecasts and benefits have been appropriately calculated.

1.6 Cost and financing

Neil Chadwick (App-7-2), chapter 3 and para 6.6-6.7

The forecast NGT operating costs have been thoroughly reviewed and are sound.

REB-01/923 para 2.52-2.54

The DfT funding is available for the scheme but would be lost if the scheme fails.

1.6.1 Excessive cost David Haskins (APP-2-2) para.8.1-8.13  and 11.52-11.61

The scheme has a strong business case and the costs are affordable and financially sustainable.  The
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scheme also has a sound commercial case and robust management strategy.

1.6.2 Under-estimated cost See 1.6.1 above

REB-1/OBJ923

Implementation expenditure will be substantially completed by 31 March 2020

1.6.3 Uncertainty in terms of cost and funding See 1.6.1 above

1.6.4 Insufficient detail on cost See 1.6.1 above

1.6.5 Impact of cost on Council services See 1.6.1 above

1.6.6 Challenge as to assumptions on additional
financial contributions

See 1.6.1 above

1.6.7 Future liability and ‘white elephant’ arguments See 1.6.1 above

1.6.8 Inaccurate Business Case Assumptions
(including individual trolleybus capacity, scheme
operating costs)

See 1.6.1 above

1.6.9 Cost of loss of trees has not been taken into
account

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2)

REB-OBJ1727 para 2.2

1.7 Value for money

1.7.1 Overstated value for money and/or cost under-
stated

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2), chapter 3 and para 6.5, and 6.26-6.27

1.7.2 Overstated demand and revenue Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2)

Paul Hanson (APP-5-2)

1.7.3 Challenges to Next Best Alternatives and Lower
Cost Alternatives

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2) chapter 3 and para 6.18-6.21

The NBA and LBC have been appropriately considered and the NGT preferred option has been shown to
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be and remains the best value for money option.

REB-01/OBJ923 para. 2.29-2.30

1.8 Employment and economic benefits

1.8.1 4,000 jobs questioned Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 4.51- 53

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2)

The construction of the NGT Scheme would create temporary employment through construction. The
operation and maintenance of the NGT Scheme will create direct jobs and is also considered it will
generate indirect jobs in the future by relieving constraints on the transport network.

1.8.2 Absence of evidence in respect of employment /
economic benefits

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2)

Martin Farrington (APP-1-2) para.9.1-2

REB-01/OBJ923 para.2.22

1.9 Policy compliance David Haskins (APP-2-2) para 4.16-4.28 and 11.6

There is a coherent transport policy and strategy for Leeds, and NGT is aligned with the LTP objectives
(also 1.1.2).

Stephen Speak (APP-8-2)

NGT accords with national and local land use policies

2 CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

2.1 Impacts on local businesses

2.1.1 Pedestrian and owner access to properties Jason Smith (APP-3-2), chapters 8 and 10

Appropriate provision has been made through the proposed construction methodology and traffic
management arrangements.

Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 4.26-33, 4.50- 51, 8.39-40
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During the construction works there may be some temporary disruption to local businesses and access to
businesses. Various plans would be implemented to mitigate the impact of construction on local
communities, for example set hours of work and establishing local liaison groups to ensure a clear line of
communication.

See also section 9 of this Table respecting individual property objections.

2.2 Environmental impacts Jason Smith (APP-3-2) chapter 8

Maxwell Forni (APP13-2) para.4.49-54

Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 4.5-10, 4.14-16, 4.26-33, 4.40- 41, 8.28-29

REB-01/OBJ923 para. 2.36-2.45

There will be construction impacts but these are not exceptional and will be managed through the
Construction Code of Practice.

Construction traffic will have an effect on all sections of the route. However, a Construction Traffic
Management Plan will be implemented to mitigate the impact of construction traffic for example
construction traffic to only use specific routes to sites. The effect of dust nuisance from construction is
considered to be minor adverse, the Construction Code of Practice will set out way to mitigate for this
effect.

2.3 Specific property impacts Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 4.26-33

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.8.3.1-10

During the construction period mitigation measures will be used to minimise the environmental effects of
the works. The Construction Code of Practice states that local liaison groups will be established including
the representatives of frontages of properties or other people affected by the relevant section of the
construction works, together with representatives of the highway authority, police, emergency services,
bus operators and other such bodies.  Local liaison groups will represent the views, concerns and
comments of the larger community along the proposed route and provide communities with regular
progress updates and methods of communication.

The impact of construction on specific properties is addressed in Section 7 of this Table. The impact on
particular areas can be found in Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.8.3.1-10.

2.4 Miscellaneous David Haskins (APP-2-2) para 11.37-11.43
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The Promoters have continuously sought to engage with businesses along the route and in the city more
widely (also 8.1).

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2) Para.6.28-6.29

Construction impacts are assessed in the Environmental Statement and these have been reflected in the
Business Case Review.

Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 4.51

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.8.1.8

There is likely to be a short-term increase in economic activity due to construction workers utilising local
goods and services.

3 OPERATIONAL ISSUES

3.1 Impacts on existing bus services

3.1.1 Impact on bus journey times John Henkel (APP-4-2) para. 8.25 and 8.30

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2) para 6.15-6.16

Bus journey times are anticipated to be faster as a result of the NGT proposals

3.1.2 Existing bus services (on route and feeder
services) will suffer

John Henkel (APP-4-2) chapter 6 and para 8.6-8.10

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2), para 6.15-6.16

REB-1/OBJ923, para 2.17 and 2.48

As reflected in the Business Case, the possibility of some short-term instability is acknowledged, there is
a potential reduction in service frequency for service 1 between Bodington and Holt Park and a potential
loss of some existing cross city frequency on service 1 but the ability to respond to this and NGT may
also stimulate new demand for commercial bus services.

The benefits/disbenefits of likely changes in bus services are explicitly considered in the Business Case.
A QCS could be considered if First WY responded in one manner suggested.
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3.1.3 Less convenient NGT stops – too far from bus
stops, too far apart

David Haskins (APP-2-2)

Trolley vehicles will have level boarding.

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.3.1-4, 5.4.1-2,

At key locations such as in the city centre, park and ride sites, Holt Park and elsewhere, NGT and non
NGT bus stops have been located in close proximity to provide convenient interchange between
conventional bus services and NGT services. Where the opportunity exists, without unduly impacting on
third party, bus stops for non NGT services will be relocated into lay-bys clear of the NGT route. In areas
with moderate traffic flows such as Holt Park neither lay-by nor relocation of bus stops is required. The
location of new NGT stops has been chosen on the basis of alignment and layout factors and likely
demand.

John Henkel (APP-4-2) para.4.22

NGT services will link key locations

3.1.4 Reduced seating capacity on the trolley bus Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.10.8.5

REB-1/OBJ923 para.2.2

REB-1/OBJ 1810 para 2.3

The internal configuration of the trolleybus and ratio of passengers seating and standing has not yet been
determined.

NGT will lead to an increase in corridor capacity

Seating capacity/ arrangements of trolley vehicles do not cause difficulty elsewhere, are equivalent to
those of trams, the more open layout has other advantages and does not undermine the conclusion that
NGT is beneficial in term of access to healthcare facilities.

3.2 Cost of NGT fares and fares/ticketing
assumptions

John Henkel (APP-4-2) para. 4.16-4.19 and REB-1/OBJ923 para 2.18 and 2.47

Fares will be broadly equivalent to bus and with acceptance of multi-operator ticketing products

3.3 Failure to reduce overall congestion / Bendy
trolley are unsafe and will increase
congestion

REB-1/OBJ1810, para 2.4

Articulated vehicles operate successfully elsewhere and the NGT scheme has been designed specifically
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to cater for them

REB-1/OBJ 1810, para 2.2

Conductors do not need to be used to re-attach OLE equipment but may be used for other purposes

3.4 Miscellaneous traffic impacts

3.4.1 Rat-running Paul Hanson (APP-5-2) sections 3 and 4 and para 10.26-10.28

3.4.2 Increased emissions Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 4.11- 13, 4.21-25, 8.17-20, 8.30-32

There will be a very small increase in the context of local transport emissions of total emissions,
particularly where vehicle speeds decrease, this will slightly increase emissions from all vehicles.
However, the NGT scheme provides increased transport capacity with fewer emissions per passenger
kilometre than other alternatives, particularly private cars. Overall the NGT Scheme is predicted to
improve air quality at more locations than it will cause deterioration.

3.4.3 Parking and loading impacts Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.7.6.1-27, 7.7.1-8, 7.10.1-3, 7.10.5, 10.16.1-3, 10.17.1

Servicing and access to commercial properties has been considered during the development of the NGT
Scheme. NGT proposals maintain access to all existing off street parking and servicing areas with the
exception of those being acquired for the scheme, albeit with some diversion and changes to local traffic
management. Inevitably some parking restrictions are required in a number of locations and some
properties and people will be inconvenienced. However, the reduction in parking has been kept to a
minimum and represents a small proportion of the total parking. Higher priority kerbside functions such as
servicing and disabled parking are unaffected or have increased capacity.

3.4.4 Impact on car journey times due to preferential
signalling for NGT

Gordon Richardson (APP-6-2)

3.5 Safety

3.5.1 Impact on pedestrian / school children and cyclist
safety

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.10.1-3, 7.2.1-14, 73.1-14

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.8.67-68

There are plans to widen and extend some existing footways and the introduction of high quality materials
for areas of footway that are to be resurfaced. The provision of additional controlled crossings along the
route alignment has the potential to improve safety and support pedestrian connectivity, particularly
around the proposed NGT stops and at key locations. It is not considered that proposals to plant
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wildflowers on Monument Moor are likely to attract children onto the alignment thus causing a safety
hazard. The alignment will be clearly defined with hedges and clear sight lines will be maintained. All
trolleybus vehicles will be fitted with a warning bell or other acoustic device and this will be used to warn
pedestrians and other road users of the vehicle’s approach where this is necessary and appropriate.

3.5.2 Impact of siting NGT stops and bus stops on
opposite sides of the road

APP106 Designer’s Response, Stage 1 Road Safety Audit

APP115 Supplementary Stage 1 Road Safety Audit

3.5.3 Lane widths and signage likely to cause conflict
between traffic modes

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.2.2, chapter 7 and para. 10.4.1-4

The scheme includes provision for re-configuration of the roadspace  and with a reduction to 2m width of
a number of footways where necessary safely to accommodate all users of the street. Road markings
and signage have been considered at a concept level sufficient to convey traffic movement principles and
will be developed further at the detailed design stage.

3.6 Noise and light impact at NGT stops / park &
ride sites

Maxwell Forni (APP13-2) para. 4.21-26, 4.36-41, 5.27-28

Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 4.34-37

The operational noise effects from patrons using the park and ride may be regarded as neutral.

[Operational noise impact  from use of stops and Light pollution once operational]

3.7 Hours of operation David Haskins (APP-2-2) para 7.12-7.15

John Henkel (APP-4_2) para.4.20-4.24

2, 2 way services are proposed with core frequency of 10 trolley vehicles per hour between Bodington
and Stourton, and a capacity of 15 trolley vehicles per hour

3.8 Park & Ride site impacts John Henkel (APP-4-2) para 8.29

Paul Hanson (APP_5-2) sections 3 and 4 and para 10.21-10.23

The NGT business case demonstrates that there is a strong case for the scheme without an express
service.

The basis of and assumptions used in forecasting park and ride demand is reliable.

BODINGTON PARK AND RIDE SITE
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Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.5.1.- 8

Phillip Ward (APP-9-2), paragraph 5.40

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.3.5, 5.12-14 / Thomas Walker (APP-10-3-1) drawing M4931-109

Sean Flesher (APP-11-2) para.2.14-16

Consultation with Leeds University and Sports England has enabled appropriate alternative sites to be
identified to replace the sports pitches on which the Bodington park and ride site is proposed. There is
potential for disturbance of archaeological remains at the site based on the little development of the site,
not on any evidence of any such existing. There are plans to plant extensive woodland to create a buffer
and increase biodiversity in boundary areas and to retain existing trees wherever possible. The impact of
the site is believed to be moderate adverse until the new trees have matured.

STOURTON PARK & RIDE SITE

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.6.1-5.7.5,

Phillip Ward (APP-9-2), paragraph 5.15

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.5.35 /Thomas Walker (APP-10-3-1) drawing M4931-144

Sean Flesher (APP-11-2) para.2.13, table 2.3; para. 2.17, table 2.4, reference 20

The construction of the Stourton park and ride site may have an impact on Hunslet Cemetery in the form
of visual intrusion, noise and dust but the effects are likely to be minor adverse. There are plans to: plant
extensive woodland to create a buffer and increase biodiversity in boundary areas; enhance the
watercourse and attenuation ponds; and to retain existing trees wherever possible.

3.9 Footpath width and safety impacts Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.3.11

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.7.3.1-16, 10.4.1-4

The needs of pedestrians have been fully considered and the proposals provide significant improvements
in pedestrian provision. This is through the widening and extension of some existing footways and the
introduction of high quality materials for areas of footway that are to be resurfaced. The provision of 64
additional controlled crossings along the route alignment has the potential to improve safety and support
pedestrian connectivity, particularly around the proposed NGT stops and at key locations. The
introduction of shared space environments at a number of locations along the route will provide
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improvements to the public realm and these areas will become pedestrian dominated areas with minimal
traffic for example plans to change traffic away from Woodhouse Lane and Blenheim Walk would
improve conditions for pedestrians and cyclists.

3.10 Equality issues Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 5.1- 14, 8.33-36

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.3.2.2, 5.4.3, 5.5.2, 5.6.3,

The design of NGT infrastructure has taken full account of relevant design standards and guidance,
including Inclusive Mobility (G-04-78) – A Guide to Best Practice on Access to Pedestrian and Transport
Infrastructure (DfT, 2002a) - guidance document.

The height and width of NGT stops have been designed to allow level boarding access and include ramps
and slopes as necessary. Facilities at both park and ride sites will include facilities such as disabled
parking spaces, a lift and passenger information and help points.

3.11 Additional non-NGT congestion will have an
economic impact

Paul Hanson (APP-5-2) chapters 3 and 4 and para 10.26-28

Gordon Robertson (APP-6-2) chapter 5 and para 8.2-8.4

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2)

3.12 Impact on property prices generally (blight) Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 8.39

3.13 Impact of reduced pedestrian / parking
access on businesses along the route and
consequential loss of trade and jobs

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.7.6.1-27, 7.7.1-8, 10.1-3, 7.10.5, 10.16.1-3, 10.17.1, 10.21.1

Servicing and access to commercial properties has been considered during the development of the NGT
Scheme and the proposals are to maintain access to all existing off street parking and servicing areas
with the exception of those being acquired for the scheme, albeit with some diversion and changes to
local traffic management. Inevitably some parking restrictions are required in a number of locations and
some properties and people will be inconvenienced. However, the reduction in parking has been kept to a
minimum and represents a small proportion of the total parking. Higher priority kerbside functions such as
servicing and disabled parking are unaffected or have increased capacity.

4 CYCLING

4.1 Investment in active modes Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2)

4.2 Design standards and principles adopted in
accommodating cyclists on NGT route

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.3.2.2, 7.2.1-14, 10.2.1-2,10.2.5-6

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.7.15
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The design of NGT infrastructure has taken full account of relevant design standards and guidance,
including: Local transport Note LTN02/08(G-04-74) which provides guidance on the provision of on road
or off-road cycle facilities and their design, in particular for cycling in pedestrianised (vehicle restricted)
areas; London Cycling Design Standards (TfL, 2005) (G-04-75) which provides guidance and standards
for people creating cycle routes and other transport systems which affect cyclists- the principles are
equally applicable to conditions outside London; and Local Transport Note LTN 01/12 Shared Use Routes
for Pedestrians and Cyclists (G-04-76) which provides guidance which is predominately focused on built-
up areas where pedestrians and cyclists are likely to be frequent.

4.3 Specific design concerns Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.2.2, 5.5.2, 5.6.3, 7.2.1-14, 10.2.3-4, 10.2.7-8, 10.2.14-40

New and existing bus lanes which will also accommodate cyclists will be widened by at least 4.2 metres
width to provide adequate space to allow motorised vehicles to safely pass cyclists. There will be stands
and lockers for cyclists at both park and ride sites. The NGT proposals deliver benefits to cyclists –
providing extensive cycle facilities along the length of the NGT corridor, with linkages to other cycle routes
and with advance stop lines provided at numerous signalised junctions to allow cycles to be positioned
ahead of other traffic.

4.4 Specific locational concerns Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para. 7.2.1-14, 10.2.9-13

Whilst the A660 corridor (Otley Road, Headingley Lane, Woodhouse Lane) is well used by cyclists and
has good cycle provision, in places this is intermittent particularly through Headingley centre; NGT
proposals would close gaps in provision and  enhance what is the busiest cycle route in Leeds. It is
anticipated that there will be a net increase of approximately 3.9 kilometres of cycle provision along the
scheme alignment.

5 PLANNING & HERITAGE

5.1 Non-compliance with local and national
planning / transport policy

Stephen Speak (APP-8-2), para. 4.1-57, 6.1-11, 7.4-7.7, 9.1-15

Phillip Ward (APP-9-2), para. 3.2-23, 6.7-8. 6.15-16, 8.8-19

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.7.2-19, 10.15-17

NGT is generally consistent with the National Planning Policy Framework’s (NPPF) and it’s ‘Core
Planning Principles’ supports the introduction of modern forms of public transport. At a local level the
Leeds Unitary Development Plan (Review 2006) (UDPR) also supports the introduction of modern forms
of public transport and protects this specific route. The emerging Leeds Core Strategy (CS) also supports
the introduction of modern forms of public transport. The benefits of NGT outweigh the harm caused by
the development and which will be mitigated wherever possible.
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5.2 Planning conditions Stephen Speak (APP-8-3-5), para. A1-32

CONDITIONS PROPOSED TO BE ATTACHED TO THE DIRECTION BEING SOUGHT FOR DEEMED
PLANNING PERMISSION

Explanation of each draft condition is given below the relevant draft condition. See paragraphs A1-32.

Stephen Speak (APP-8-3-5), para. B1-5

DRAFT CONDITIONS FOR OLE FIXING LISTED BUILDING CONSENT (LBC003, LBC005, LBC010,
LBC011, LBC013-LBC016, LBC018-LBC059, LBC061)

The draft conditions are proposed to ensure: statutory compliance, enable reasonable and proper control
to be exercised over the detail of the works, to ensure any investigative and mitigations works required
are undertaken in an appropriate manner and to ensure the works are carried out in compliance with the
requisite approvals.

Stephen Speak (APP-8-3-5), para. C1-3

DRAFT CONDITIONS FOR NON-OLE FIXING LISTED BUILDING CONSENT (LBC001, LBC002,
LBC004, LBC006- LBC009, LBC012, LBC017, LBC060)

The draft conditions are proposed to ensure: statutory compliance, enable reasonable and proper control
to be exercised over the detail of the works and to ensure the works are carried out in compliance with
the requisite approvals.

Stephen Speak (APP-8-3-5), para. D4-6

DRAFT CONDITIONS FOR CONSERVATION AREA CONSENT (CAC001-017)

The draft conditions are proposed to ensure: statutory compliance, to ensure any demolition is carried out
in accordance with approved details and to ensure the works are carried out in compliance with the
requisite approvals.

5.3 General impact on heritage assets and Stephen Speak (APP-8-2) chapter 8 and para 9.14
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conservation areas Phillip Ward (APP-9-2) para.5.1-4, 7.1-3, 8.1-19

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.5.47

NGT will cause harm to several heritage assets but this harm is less than substantial and is out-weighed
by the wider public benefits of the proposals.

There are beneficial and adverse impacts on heritage assets along the proposed route of NGT to listed
buildings, conservation areas and undesignated heritage assets. Adverse effects such as: loss of listed
boundary walls, the visual intrusion from the installation of OLE and loss of trees and green space will be
mitigated wherever possible. Measures will be taken to mitigate adverse effects and there are beneficial
effects, such as: increasing the longevity of listed boundary walls by rebuilding, tree planting which will
increase the number of trees and replace ageing tree stock.

B-13 Supplement to the Environmental Statement- Historic Environment

5.4 Specific Listed Building Consent objections Phillip Ward (APP-9-2), para. 5.1-13, 7.1-24

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.14.1-41

The NGT will required the demolition and rebuilding of 8 listed building boundary walls: the effect on
curtilage walls is considered to be minor adverse and on the principal listed gate piers of Rose Court will
be moderate adverse. The repositioning of the Grade II listed horse trough is considered to have a
neutral effect. The off-highway route in Headingley which will include the severance of the small paddock
areas and hedgerows will alter the background setting of several listed buildings especially Headingley
Castle, this is considered to be a moderate adverse effect.

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.14.1-5.15.40

Phillip Ward (APP-9-2) para.4.6-17, 5.5-44, 7.4-5, 7.8-9, 7.11-24, 8.4-7

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para. 5.8-11, 5.20-27, 5.30-5.32, 5.36-45, 5.47, 8.49-66

Road widening will require some listed boundary walls to be set back by up to 5 metres. The walls will be
rebuilt using salvaged materials where possible. The impact will be beneficial for a number of these walls
which are currently in poor condition. The loss of green space and verges near Headingley Castle is
considered to have a moderate adverse impact. The proposed NGT stops have the potential to impact
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some nearby listed buildings but overall are considered to have a minor adverse effect. Tree loss will
affect every conservation area along the proposed route. Replacement tree planting will aim to mitigate
fro this loss. The proposed sub station next to the Old Red Lion pub is to be constructed to be
sympathetic to the surroundings to reduce the impact.

Jason Smith provides response to specific LBC and CAC issues.

B-13 Supplement to the Environmental Statement- Historic Environment

5.5 Specific Conservation Area Consent
objections

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.15.1-40

Phillip Ward (APP-9-2) para. 5.1-4, 5.16-39, 7.1-24 / Phillip Ward (APP-9-3-1)

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.5.26-27

The NGT will affect eight conservation areas in Leeds. This will include: moving and some demolition of
boundary walls; tree felling; the demolition of some non-listed dwellings; severance of the small paddock
areas and hedgerows; the partial demolition of the coach house of the former Leeds Girl’s High School;
the loss of some public pen space. These changes will have a minor or moderate adverse impact on the
various conservation areas. Plans are in place to mitigate the adverse impact. Some of the changes are
considered to have a moderate beneficial effect on the conservation area.

B-13 Supplement to the Environmental Statement- Historic Environment

5.5.1 Impact on Hinsley Hall Conservation Area Phillip Ward (APP-9-2), para. 5.10, 5.22, 8

The severance of the small paddock areas and hedgerows will have a detrimental impact on the setting
of Headingley Castle and cut a passage through a woodland corridor which will have a moderate adverse
impact on the setting of a number of listed buildings within the Headingley Conversation Area and
Headingley Hill, Hyde Park and Woodhouse Moor Conservation Area.

5.6 Overhead Line Equipment objection Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.8.1-15 / Jason Smith (APP-3-3-1)

Phillip Ward (APP-9-2), para.4.4, 5.8-9, 7.6-9, 8.4, 8.78-79

The impact of the overhead line equipment (OLE) fixings which will be made to 53 listed buildings,
including three Grade II listed buildings is held to be minor adverse impact for the Grade II listed buildings
and moderate adverse impact for the Grade I and II* listed buildings. It was considered to be preferable to
have discreet building fixings as opposed to pole mounted fixings to keep street clutter to a minimum,
though it cannot be avoided completely. Overall the impact of the introduction of OLE and wirescape is
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considered to be low.

Note:  Proposals for OLE fixings to the Grade 1 Trinity Church has been withdrawn.

6 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

6.1 Landscape and visual amenity

6.1.1 General Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.5.8-50, 10.7-11,

Of the 29 character areas on the north route only five areas will potentially have be subject to significant
adverse effects to the visual amenity. This can be countered by six areas that will potentially experience
non-significant beneficial visual effects. Of the 15 character areas on the south route no character areas
are likely to be subject to significant adverse visual effects and six areas have potentially non-significant
beneficial effects on the visual amenity. Improved pedestrian facilities, OLD strategies to minimise street
clutter and new tree planting all assist to mitigate against any adverse impact of NGT.

6.1.2 Loss of trees Thomas Walker (APP-10-2), para.6.1-11, 8.4-6, 8.16-24, 8.29-39, 10.12-14

Sean Flesher (APP-11-2) para.8.24-27

Each tree or group of trees within the proposed footprint of NGT has been surveyed and categorised. It is
predicted that 453 in total will be lost. However, the plans to mitigate this loss are to plant 1717 specimen
trees, 60 super replacement trees and 61,124m² of woodland scrub. Although the location of and height
of the trees will not be exactly the same as those felled, once the trees have matured the net gain will be
substantial.

6.1.3 Impact of Overhead Line Equipment Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.8.1-15 / Jason Smith (APP-3-3-1)

Phillip Ward (APP-9-2), para. 5.8-9 / Thomas Walker (APP-10-2), para.8.7-10

To keep street clutter to a minimum and thus reduce the impact from a townscape and visual amenity
point of view, it is considered to be preferable to have discreet building fixings as opposed to pole
mounted fixings. Future plans to integrate lighting, signage and OLE poles will also assist.

6.1.4 Loss of green space / verges Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.13

Sean Flesher (APP-11-2) para.2.13-18, 4.1, 5.4-9 / Sean Flesher (APP-11-3-1)

The proposed land and green space to be used for NGT has been assessed under the Leeds Quality
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Park (LQP) standard which is consistent with the national Green Flag standard. The majority of this land
currently falls below the standard. NGT proposals will improve many of these sites so that they will meet
the standard. Nine sites which contain green space and are intended to be used as temporary
construction compounds have been assessed. It is considered that none of these sites will suffer long
term detrimental impact and mitigation will improve the amenity of numerous sites.

6.1.5 Impact of substations Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.9.1-6

Phillip Ward (APP-9-2), paragraph 5.13, 8.76-77 / Thomas Walker (APP-10-3-3)

Where possible the 10 substation required to support the NGT will be located near existing substations or
high voltage electricity supplies and avoided sensitive locations. To avoid visual intrusion substations will
be designed to blend in with the surroundings, for example the proposed substation to the rear of the Old
Red Lion pub at Water Lane would be set in a purpose-built building which has been designed to match
and be in keeping with the adjacent listed building.

6.2 Green space and recreation

6.2.1 Intrusion into Woodhouse Moor Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.6.7.1-11

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.3.10, 8.65-72 / Thomas Walker (APP-10-3-1) drawing M4931-122 &
M4931-123

Sean Flesher (APP-11-2) para.2.13, table 2.2, reference 5 & 6, 8.11-14

Due to traffic flow difficulties it would be necessary to widen the road at the north east if the NGT was to
run on the highway. Running the NGT over the Moor prevents road widening and keeps the verge more
intact. To mitigate for running over the Moor extensive tree and hedge planting and improvement works to
the existing steps, paths and settings to the monument are provided for.

6.2.2 Intrusion into Belle Isle Roundabout Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.6.10.1-3

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.3.15, 8.82-83 / Thomas Walker (APP-10-3-1) drawing M4931-141

Sean Flesher (APP-11-2) para.2.13, table 2.2, reference 12; para. 2.17, table 2.4, reference 19;8.15-17

This route is driven by potential conflicts with HS2 and has the benefit of better connecting NGT to the
Belle Isle community via existing road infrastructure. The site fails to meet the LPQ standards: there is no
formal access point, limited facilities, no signage and low conservation value. NGT proposes to improve
the site so it does meet the standard by tree planting, the provision of a central seating area, signage and
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additional landscape features.

6.2.3 Impact on playing fields Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.3.3.11, 4.2.4, 5.5 and 6.3

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para.3.5

Sean Flesher (APP-11-2) para.2.14-16, 5.7

Consultation with Leeds University and Sports England led to the conclusion that existing pitches could
be upgraded and new pitches provided on existing facilities at Bodington, Lawnswood and Weetwood
playing fields. The solution arrived at provides more programmable sports time and with the replacement
facilities much closer to the pitches being lost, the existing University facilities and community that also
use them.

6.3 Ecology

6.3.1 Bats Jeremy Purseglove (APP-12-2) para. 4.11-21, chapter 5, para. 6.6-10, 6.15-17, 9.6-9, 9.12-14

The NGT scheme will directly affect some bat roosts but after mitigation there will only be a minor
adverse effect which is graded as not significant.

6.3.2 Birds Jeremy Purseglove (APP-12-2) para. 4.7-10, chapter 5, para. 6.5, 6.13-14, 9.5, 9.11

The NGT scheme will directly affect some suitable habitat for breeding birds.  Appropriate mitigation is
proposed and taking this into account, there has been assessed to be a  minor adverse and significant
effect on Schedule 1 birds if present and a not significant effect for non Schedule 1 birds

6.3.3 General impact on wildlife Jeremy Purseglove (APP-12-2) para.1.4, 4.1-23, 5.1-12, 6.1-17, 8.1-49, 9.1-18

Thomas Walker (APP-10-2) para. 5.14, 5.35

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.5.13

Whilst there will be loss of habitat during the construction and operation of the NGT Scheme, the overall
effect of the Scheme will be beneficial for the ecology. Mitigation against any such loss will include:
creating alternative habitants, tree planting, installation of bird and bat boxes, clearing any vegetation
outside breeding periods, minimising and light and noise pollution.

6.4 Noise and vibration
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6.4.1 Noise Maxwell Forni (APP13-2) para.4.5- 48, 5.1-39, 7.1- 16, 7.19-23, 8.3-16 / Maxwell Forni (APP13-3-1)

Construction noise from the NGT Scheme will vary depending on the specific site. However, attempts to
mitigate noise will be used wherever possible to keep noise disruption to a minimum. Operational noise
may potentially have a short-term slight or moderate adverse effect on some parts of the line, however,
this should reduce over time. Some parts of the line will experience a large / very large beneficial effect
from the Scheme.

And see:

REB 1 OBJ 320, para. 2.6- 2.9

6.4.2 Vibration Maxwell Forni (APP13-2) para.4.55-59, 5.40-42, 7.18

Construction vibration may affect some who are within 8m of the works with slight or moderate adverse
effects. However, any vibration impacts would be transient and unlikely to occur for one hour or more.
Once operational the NGT Scheme is unlikely to generate significant levels of vibration during operation.

6.5 [Not Used]

6.6 Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)

6.6.1 Potential effects Ken Webb (APP14-2) para.1.4-11, 4.1-22, 6.2-7, 7.1-7.13 / Ken Webb (APP14-1-1)

Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 3.8

Emissions from the NGT Scheme are not considered to be sufficient to exceed the limits specified for
human health. Consultation has been conducted with parties who have equipment which may be
sensitive to direct current magnetic fields. As is standard practice further measurements will be
undertaken to validate the modelled data during the test and commissioning phase of NGT

6.7 Socio-economic

6.7.1 Presence of NGT on the A660 Corridor will
impact on existing businesses and decrease
the likelihood of new businesses starting up

Jason Smith (APP-3-2) para.10.16.1-3

Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 4.52-57

It is not considered that the presence of NGT stops near local shops and amenities will have negative
impact on the shops level of trade. Conversely it is anticipated that the presence of an NGT stop would
encourage passing trade and have a beneficial impact.
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6.8 Air quality / Carbon emissions

6.8.1 Green house gas savings / renewable energy
use overstated -electricity requirement
generated by power stations

Neil Chadwick (APP-7-2) para. 3.96-3.101

Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 4.14- 25, 8.21-25

Powering the NGT Scheme and its associated infrastructure will contribute to emissions of GHG due to
the use of electricity and gas, through traction energy. It is predicted that there will not be any significant
residual effects for carbon as a result of the NGT Scheme’s construction or operation because the
scheme will lead to only a small increase in direct carbon emissions while providing a more efficient
means of transport than most alternative modes.

6.9 Environmental statement inadequacy Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 3.1-38, 9.1-4

The Environmental Statement is a robust and transparent assessment that properly addresses the
requirements of the EIA Directive and the Application Rules.

6.9.1 Consideration of alternatives Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 3.23-29, 8.9-13, 9.5

Throughout the design process, since the outset in 2007, an ongoing environmental appraisal has been
undertaken for the relevant transport mode options and the relevant route alignment options, where
appropriate.

6.10 Miscellaneous

6.10.1 Flooding / water contamination Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 4.65- 71, 8.2-7, 8.37-38

Pollution will be controlled by reference to the relevant laws and guidelines and appropriate provision will
be made during construction. The installation of appropriate interceptors in drainage systems at the park
and ride sites should prevent water contamination. The Stourton park and ride site will be designed to
have a low flow channel with a wider floodplain, which will form part of the drainage design to prevent
flooding.

7 IMPACT ON SPECIFIC PROPERTIES

7.1 Specific Property Objectors

7.1.1 Thomas Hoare (OBJ/1392) Jason Smith (APP3-2) paras, 4.2.10-4.2.13, 10.33.1-10.33.11
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Thomas Walker (APP-10-3-2) paras 8.73-75

Thomas Walker (APP-10-3-4)

7.1.2 Ms C Redgrave (OBJ/1574) Jason Smith (APP3-2) paras, 4.2.10-4.2.13, 10.33.1-10.33.11

Thomas Walker (APP-10-3-2) paras 8.73-75

Thomas Walker (APP-10-3-4)

7.2 Compensation Richard Caten (APP-16-2) para. 8.1-3

Consultation with affected landowners and occupiers has reflected the guidance in Circular 06/2004 and
the Rules (E-1-22). The process of acquiring land will be done in accordance with that guidance and the
relevant provisions contained within the planning and compulsory purchase legislation. Where Land is
permanently acquired, compensation will be assessed in accordance with the compensation code.
Compensation for land occupied temporarily under Articles 31 and 32 of the draft Order (A-01-4) will be
assessed in accordance with those Articles. Any disputes that arise in relation to compensation will be
referred to the Lands Chamber of the Upper Tribunal.

8 PROCESS

8.1 Inadequate consultation David Haskins (APP-2-2) para 11.24-11..43 and 11.47-51

REB-1/OBJ 1727, para 2.1

There has been comprehensive consultation, the Promoters have been proactive in disseminating
information, information has not been withheld and Freedom of Information requests have been dealt with
appropriately.

The Promoters have continuously sought to engage with businesses along the route and in the city more
widely (also 2.4)

The suggestion that council officers have not taken advice from qualified officers is misconceived

Kevin Leather (APP-15-2) para. 3.20, 8.41-42

Richard Caten (APP-16-2) para.6.1- 4

The Environmental Statement was publicised in accordance with the relevant procedures. Consultation
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was conducted in accordance with all statutory requirements.

REB-1/OBJ923

The Traffic Manager has been appropriately consulted.

8.2 Failure to serve notices APP-101

8.3 Inaccurate route description Route shown on APP-213


